Finite difference method of simulation of non-steady-state ion transfer in electrochemical systems with allowance for migration.
Finite difference methods of the second order of accuracy are elaborated for numerical calculation of non-steady-state ion transfer, which is caused by diffusion, migration, and convection in the unidimensional electrochemical systems. The methods of decoupling a set of coupled continuity equations of the electrolyte species are proposed, which ensures that the discrete equations are consistent with the initial differential equations and the electroneutrality condition is rigorously met. The methods of approximation of the boundary conditions of the second order temporal and spatial accuracy and the method of decoupling the transfer equations in the boundary nodes are elaborated. The explicit, fully implicit, and semi-implicit finite difference schemes are elaborated. For semi-implicit schemes, two versions of difference equation closure are proposed, which assure the unambiguity of determination of the distribution of electrical potential. Comparison analysis of the accuracy of elaborated finite difference methods of calculation of non-steady-state ion transfer is performed.